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Matteo Liberatore is a boundary-pushing guitarist
and composer working at the intersection of free,
contemporary classical, and noise music. Based in
Brooklyn, Liberatore spent much of his life in the
medieval region of Abruzzo, Italy, amidst dramatic
landscapes reflected in a playing style of “unsettling
beauty” and “striking physicality” (The New York City
Jazz Record). An active member of New York’s improv
scene, Liberatore performs with musicians including
Ralph Alessi, Joe Morris, Elliott Sharp, Tony Malaby,
Ingrid Laubrock, Jon Irabagon, Tom Rainey, Nina
Dante, Andrea Parkins, Sandy Ewen, Weasel Walter,
Joanna Mattrey, Brandon Lopez, Carlo Costa, Michael
Foster, and Amirtha Kidambi. Liberatore also partners
with performance artists and dancers such as Dia Dearstyne and Rachel Mckinstry.
Before turning to free improvisation, Liberatore studied classical guitar under Maestro
Marco Salcito at Conservatorio di Foggia; obtained his M.M. in Jazz Performance at
NYU, working with Jean-Michael Pilc, Wayne Krantz, and Peter Bernstein; and toured
the U.S. and Europe in art rock and electropop projects such as Una Lux, with a debut
EP produced by former Sonic Youth producer Nick Sansano and reviewed favorably
by NPR, WNYC, and Magnum Magazine. At the heart of Liberatore's work is a mode
of free improvisation guided by a compositional sensibility, one informed by his
experience and training in a multiplicity of genres.
Matteo Liberatore is known for his nuanced treatment of timbre, texture, gestures,
and rhythms, and his work aims to convey precise musical ideas––whether through
the elegant immediacy of unadorned instrumentation or the affecting dislocations of
electronics and preparations. The latter approach can be heard in his first solo
album––aptly titled Solos––released on Innova Recordings in 2018: “This is not just
sonic novelty or gratuitous use of extended techniques; each of the pieces, while
largely improvised, [has] clarity and purpose” (Avant Music News). Solos was included
in Ted Gioia’s best albums of 2018.
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Liberatore's Solos is the Brooklyn-based guitarist and
composer's debut solo album, marking his first formal venture
in the exploration of composition through improvisation.
"Unorthodox," "haunting," "uncanny" (The New York City
Jazz Record), and "strange" (All About Jazz), the album's rich
textures and mesmerizing expressions were crafted on a single
guitar without overdubs or looping. Located at the
intersection of contemporary classical and noise music,
Liberatore takes up items ranging from the canonical to the
abrasively intimate––bass bows; bed springs––in building a
work of transcendent minimalism paradoxically-inspired by the
"world without objects" ethos of Agnes Martin, for whom the
opening track is named. Mixed and mastered by Elliott Sharp,
the album was released on Innova Recordings in 2018.

SOLOS II
Liberatore's sophomore solo guitar album, Solos II, maintains the focus and atmospheric
economy that have established his as a unique voice in the world of free music, while
also signifying a clear sonic departure in forgoing the preparations that marked his
debut. These continued explorations in composition-through-improvisation bring to the
fore Liberatore’s clarity of purpose, now in a work of unadorned immediacy. Elliott Sharp
once again mixed and mastered the record, which will be released in 2020.
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“This is not just sonic novelty or gratuitous use of extended
techniques; each of the pieces, while largely improvised, [has]
clarity and purpose … Solos is a wonderful record that
introduces us to an interesting new voice in the world of
experimental guitar. Avant Music News
“Liberatore’s unorthodox and experimental techniques also
lend a striking physicality to his work […] Liberatore’s playing
sways gracefully between moments of discord and unsettling
beauty […] Innovative and uncanny, his technique doesn’t act
as an end in itself but, rather, as a means for him to express
uncertainty and disquiet to haunting effect.” The New York
City Jazz Record
"For where the electric and acoustic guitar is today in New
Music-Improv worlds [listen] to the music of Matteo Liberatore
[…] aside from the rather ingenious ways the guitar is
rethought with the various extended techniques […] the music
fascinates on its own. Classical Modern Music
"What Giorgio De Chirico is to modern art, Matteo Liberatore
is to modern avant-garde.” Seattlepi
“Solos reveals that the electronics of his previous work were
just the icing on the cake of his musicality.” Guitar Moderne
”Solos presents a dark world of innovative sounds, an avantgarde/noise/classical-folk-jazz-like hybrid. Strange yet
accessible music that seems just a beginning of an exploration
of unlimited possibilities.” All About Jazz
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